CH. OAKLARA’S HAMLET (LEFT) & CH. OAKLARA’S HELTER SKELTER

Dog / Bitch: Ch. Oaklara’s Fyodore
Gold Sable and White / Black and White: Ch. Hollingdahl Ivan of Silde
Whelped 11-18-1978: Ch. Oaklara’s Alexis
Bred by Patricia A. Murphy: Ch. Loral’s Royal Charisma

Owner: Patricia A. Murphy
West Chicago, IL

Ch. Nightsong is Happiness
Ch. Oaklara’s Bristol Creme
Afebra of Pillow Hill

Sire: Ch. Oaklara’s Fyodore
Ch. Oaklara’s Alexis
Ch. Hollingdahl Ivan of Silde
Ch. Loral’s Royal Charisma
Ch. Conamor Count Tauskey, CD
Ch. Majenkir Sverkai Snow Stag, CD
Ch. Tanya Majenkir of Kalevala, CD

Dam: Ch. Majenkir Vikki Veleska
Ch. Majenkir Apollonian Tsar
Ch. Birchwood’s Vonka of Majenkir
Shadybrook Swan of Wilolea